Summan Somatic allelic loss is regarded as a hallmark of tumour-suppressor gene (TSG) inactivation. Thirtv-one human bladder transitional cell carcinomas (TCCs) were examined for allelic loss at five chromosome 18q loci. including the DCC gene (deleted in colorectal carcinoma) and at chromosome lIplS in a restriction fragment length polymorphism analysis. Allelic loss was observed at one or more 18q loci in 9 26 (35°o) samples. associated with muscle-invasive disease (P<0.02). Allelic loss was observed at DCC in 8 24 (33O0) samples. associated With muscle-invasive disease (P = 0.05). Three out of the five evaluable recurrent TCCs exhibited allelic loss at DCC. tw-o of which were superficial. No allelic losses were detected at other 18q loci in tumours which retained both DCC alleles. Allelic loss was observed at lIp15 in 5 20 (250o) tumours. These data suggest the presence of a late-acting TSG located on 18q in TCC bladder cancer. DCC is a candidate gene since it lies within the region of most common deletion (18q21.3-qter).
Multistage epithelial carcinogenesis is considered to result from an accumulation of somatic genetic abnormalities including the inactivation of tumour-suppressor genes (TSG) and the activation of cellular proto-oncogenes. TSGs are a heterogeneous group of genes whose inactivation may result in deregulated growth and clonal expansion or the acquisition of invasive or metastatic potential (Brewster et al.. 1992) . In clinical oncology. TSGs or their products may be exploited as screening tools for inherited cancers, as prognostic indicators and potentially as targets for corrective gene therapy (Brewster & Simons, 1994) .
Non-random loss of chromosomal regions occurs frequently in neoplasia (Mitelman et al., 1991) . Although loss of chromosome regions of less than 25% of tumour samples may be considered random and of questionable significance (Seizinger et al.. 1991) . clonal somatic allelic loss is considered to be a hallmark of TSG inactivation since the loss can unmask a 'recessive' mutant allele (Cavenee et al.. 1983 ).
Somatic allelic loss may be demonstrated as loss of heterozygosity (LOH) by restriction fragment length polymorphism (RFLP) analysis of paired constitutional and tumour DNA.
The DCC gene (deleted in colorectal carcinoma) (Fearon et al.. 1990) (Vogelstein et al.. 1988 ). In addition. LOH at DCC has been observed in 610% of gastric cancers (Uchino et al.. 1992) . 31% of breast cancers (Thompson et al.. 1993) . 44% of ovarian cancers (Chenevix-Trench et al., 1992) and 26% of prostate cancers (Brewster et al.. 1994 (Cairns et al.. 1992) . on 17p in 50-810% of muscle-invasive samples (Tsai et al.. 1990 : Habuchi et al.. 1993 and at a locus (18q22) distal to DCC in 4 12 (33%) muscle-invasive samples. but in 0 5 superficial tumours (Presti et al.. 1991 Here we present the results of an RFLP analysis in which DNA from a series of TCCs was studied for allelic loss at five chromosome 18q loci including DCC (Figure 1 ). aiming to define a region of common deletion and. furthermore. its relationship to DCC. In order to provide a comparison between our sample population and those of previous studies. we chose to examine our series for allelic loss at chromosome I I p 15.
Materials and methods

Tissues
Thirty-one TCCs were included in the analysis. consecutively obtained from 20 men and 11 women. Ten were recurrent tumours. Samples were transected longitudinally. half snap frozen and stored at -70°C and half submitted for histological examination. Those samples containing less than 70% malignant cells were excluded. Tumours were graded histologically as GI-3 (World Health Organization classification) and pathologically staged by the TNM system (Hunter. 1978 DNA extraction and Southern blot hvbridisation analivsis High molecular weight tumour and lymphocyte DNA was extracted as described previously (Brewster et al., 1994 showed LOH elsewhere on 18q; the region of commonest deletion in this series was therefore 18q21.3-qter (Table III) .
Chromosome I lp Twenty out of 24 (82%) tumours were informative with one of the two llpl5 markers. of which five (25%) exhibited LOH (Figure 3 ). This alteration was observed in 1 9 (11%) pTa and 4 11 (36%) invasive (pT1-3) tumours; this was not statistically significant (/ =0.61, P=0.44). There were no statistically significant associations between llpl5 LOH and muscle-invasive, recurrent or G3 disease (P = 0.42. P1, P = I respectively). The theory of multistep carcinogenesis (Nordling. 1953) was given a molecular basis by the demonstration of an accumulation of genetic events resulting in the activation of oncogenes and the loss of TSGs in colorectal tumours of increasing grade and stage (Fearon & Vogelstein, 1990 (Prout et al.. 1979) . Multifocality and recurrence are common clinical features of TCC: 70% of Gl and 80-90% of G3 superficial tumours recur after first resection, of which 10-15% will have become invasive. Two theories on the pathogenesis of these phenomena have been proposed. Traditionally, it was held that an inherent or environmental factor rendered the entire urothelium unstable, from renal calyces to prostatic urethra. This 'field change' may explain why patients develop upper urinary tract TCC many years after bladder TCC has been diagnosed and treated. Alternatively, TCC can be viewed as a monoclonal disease with a great propensity to seed. X chromosome inactivation and other somatic allelic changes within 13 TCCs from four patients support this theory (Sidranksy et al., 1992) . All tumours belonging to the same patient exhibited identical X chromosome inactivation, while normal surrounding transitional cells exhibited random X inactivation. In addition, each evaluable tumour from a given patient exhibited loss of identical 9q alleles but variable 17p and 18q alleles, suggesting that the latter changes occur later during the independent evolution of individual 'multifocal' tumours. Recurrent tumours may also appear by this seeding mechanism.
In the present study, allelic loss on chromosome 18q was observed in one-third of informative TCCs. significantly associated with muscle invasion. This is slightly (but not significantly) more frequent than previously reported (Presti et al.. 1991 : Dalbagni et al.. 1993 
